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Editorial

T

he Al-Amthal Group is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year, and we had an amazing
increase in customer base across the Middle East
and North Africa. At this juncture we recognize
the need for a communication medium to keep our
customers and well-wishers aware of our activities.
The objectives of this magazine are the following:

• To keep our existing and potential customers
Mr. Mukhtar Al-Toblani updated about our new products and developments,
General Manager
and the release of new and improved versions of our
existing products.
• To publicize the latest news about our ever-expanding clientele; new
closings, new implementations and related information.
• To express our views about the IT market in the region; its problems,
potentials, trends and new developments.
• To let our existing and potential customers know more about our
company, and what we are doing.
We hope you will find the following pages interesting and informative. We
are trying to give glimpses of our company so as to bring us closer to you
and serve you better with our products and services in future.
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Our vision
It is our vision to be the preferred provider of mechanism and information solutions to
continuously evolving businesses in the new economy.

Our mission
It is our mission to enable our customers to achieve their goals by optimizing their
potentials through:
·· Business Process Re-engineering
·· Cost effective and innovative integrated information solutions
·· Imaginative and customer tailored advertisement campaigns
That enable our customers to make timely and informed decisions, increase efficiency
and productivity, and maintain a cutting edge over the competition in an ever-changing
market.

Contact us
AL-AMTHAL GROUP
P.O. Box 2949, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel. +973-17-29-7227, Fax. +973-17-29-7337
E-mail: inside@al-amthal.com
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Through The Years
Enabling you to achieve your goals
by optimizing your potentials
The Al-Amthal Group W.L.L. is a dynamic and fast-growing
company with its headquarters in Bahrain and branches across
the Middle East. It was established in the year 2000 by a team
of professional accountants and specialists in management,
IT and education. Coming from various backgrounds in the
corporate world with a wealth of expertise, they provided the
company with a broad spectrum of business know-how.

2000
Entry into medium and large Organizations

As the products became diversified, we were able to enter
the high end of the market, targeting medium and large
businesses. OPTIMUM found its way to many government
and semi-government organizations such as the Ministry of
Labour and Al Waqf Directorate.
2002-03

During the past 10 years our company has evolved through
enormous growth and expansion. The following are the key
milestones in the journey through our history.

Acquisition of EC Net (web based solutions)

KEY MILESTONES

Acquisition of NC Link (hardware solutions)

2000
Establishment of Al-Amthal
Development of Optimum software
Entry into Bahrain’s small business software market

2000
Entry into medium and large organizations

2002-03
Acquisition of EC Net (web based solutions)
Acquisition of NC Link (hardware solutions)
Rapid increase in client base

2007
Development of Web based ERP system

2008-10
Establishing GCC wide network
Promotion of e-ERP systems
Continuous growth in terms of business and technology

Al-Amthal in a brief
2000
Establishment of Al-Amthal

Al-Amthal for Consultancy and Software was established as a
W.L.L. company, on 14th of February.
Development of Optimum software

Our team of software engineers, and business and accounting
experts   embarked on the development of OPTIMUM  
business solutions, initially using Microsoft Access. Later
we shifted to Visual Basic with Microsoft SQL Database.
Entry into Bahrain’s small business
software market

The company concentrated on providing affordable software
solutions to small businesses in Bahrain. Our products were
instantaneously well-received by the market.

In the year 2002-2003 Al-Amthal embarked into a new
era with the acquisition of EC Net (Electronic Commerce
Network), a company specialized in providing web based
software solutions.
Al-Amthal acquired NC Link (Network Communications) in
order to cater for the hardware requirements of the increasing
number of clients from various sectors.
Rapid increase in client base

Consequent to the acquisition of EC Net and NC Link,
there was a marked leap in the client base in Bahrain. Many
prominent businesses like the BATELCO and AFS chose
OPTIMUM as their reliable software solutions partner.
2007
Development of Web based ERP system

In the year 2007, Al-Amthal launched its Web-based ERP
systems to provide comprehensive business solutions to its
valuable customers. The market responded well with more
companies joining as clientele of Al-Amthal.
2008-10
Establishing GCC wide network

The year 2008-2009 saw a big step taken by Al-Amthal. We
opened two new branches; the first one in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and the next one in Qatar. Within a very short
period of time, both branches were able to sign contracts with
many prominent customers.
Promotion of e-ERP systems

Al-Amthal promotes the novel and innovative idea of e-ERP
products, i.e. web-based running on Intranet and the Internet.
We employ the state-of-the-art ASP.Net platform to develop
them, which has made our products more sturdy and reliable.
Continuous growth in terms of business and
technology

Great future lies ahead of Al-Amthal and OPTIMUM
Solutions as we have the right blend of product features and
pricing structure that is suitable for the GCC market. We
always strive to rise up to market trends and demands, and
keep ahead of the latest developments in technology.
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Products
Software designed with your industry in mind

Enterprise business software solutions that exceed
your expectations
Al-Amthal for Consultancy and
Software
Al-Amthal for Consultancy & Software is one of the leading
providers in the delivery of integrated “E-ERP” solutions
to the business marketplace in the Middle East, offering a
comprehensive range of software products and services that
address the whole spectrum of the business market.
Al-Amthal for Consultancy and Software is the first company
under the Al-Amthal Group that was established in 2000 in the
Kingdom of Bahrain. Today it has expanded into the Middle
East through an extensive customer base in the region.  It has
also established branches in different regions such as Saudi
Arabia and Qatar.

what we offer
The mission of the company is to provide its valuable
customers with added value through the mechanism of
business process re-engineering “BPR” (Business Process
Re-engineering) in order to enable them to make timely and
informed decisions, increase efficiency and productivity and
to maintain a cutting edge over their competitors in everchanging market conditions.

How to achieve
Through a team of innovative and creative experts, AlAmthal for Consultancy & Software aims at offering their
customers the best possible consultation service either inhouse or outsourcing through our associated partner Morison
Menon, Chartered Accountants.
This expertise is embedded into our OPTIMUM Solutions
that is designed and customizable to suit all sorts of businesses
in order to provide our customers with the most appropriate
solution for their individual business needs.
Al-Amthal’s major project approach is business process reengineering (BPR) whereby we employ our own product,
i.e. OPTIMUM, as enabler in order to re-engineer and to
4

computerize our customers’ processes. These Microsoft
certified products are comprehensive E-ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) systems, modular in nature but mutually
communicative.

Our Products
The complete portfolio of OPTIMUM modules are:
• General Ledger and Budgeting
• Accounts Payable
• Sales and Accounts Receivable
• HRMS and Payroll
• Fixed Assets
• Time and Attendance
• Inventory
• Money Exchange
• Money Transfer
• Publications Distribution Management
• Advertising Management
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Al-Amthal has developed
its own Total Solutions software
OPTIMUM that was designed
to perfectly suit the Middle East
market while rigorously adhering to
international standards.
OUR ERP Solutions
The OPTIMUM Total Solutions offer an extensive range of
E-ERP systems such as:
• Trading Management
• Services Management
• Core Banking Adminstration
• Exchange & Money Transfer
• Publication and Advertising Management
• Real Estate Management
• Charity Fund Management
• Student Registration & Management
• Clinical Management etc.
All modules have been developed to work as standalone
systems, or to work in combinations as an E-ERP system. Thay
are available in dual platforms, namely: Window-based or
Web-based. Fully bilingual capability in English and Arabic,

What makes OPTIMUM so special?
• Background treatment and inter-exchange data of all
information between modules.
• Full fledged workflow in each module.
• Bilingual Arabic - English: you log on in the language
of your choice.
• Multi-level access to the system and powerful central
security control.
• 	Document printout option upon all task posting.
• Extensive MIS reporting (in both languages).
• 	A modular system whereby the customer purchases
only the functions that they need, at the time when
they need them.
• Middle East-based team to assist you in the use of your
system and the expansion of your business.
What are the options?
• 	Single or multi-company
• 	Single or multi-branch
• Single or multi-profit center
• 	Single or multi-currency
• 	Single-user or network setup
• 	A total integrated solution or the installation of
separate modules
OPTIMUM security features include
• 	Integrated with Windows active directory for highest
Security level
• Central locking
• User-definable access
• Modular security

very high level of system security, efficient administrative
control and monitoring, multi-level approval system and
workflow are some of the main features of the system.

• 	Data stamping
• 	Audit trail
• 	Access security (machine, time, user)
5
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Interview
Mr. Hani Awachi, Managing Director of Al-Amthal Group talks
with Ms. Cynthia Ivan D’souza about the amazing growth and
success of the OPTIMUM Business Solutions in the Middle East
market.
Ms. Cynthia Ivan D’souza

W

e observe that OPTIMUM is getting more and more
visible in the software industry nowadays. It seems
that OPTIMUM has penetrated into the market, across many
business segments. Can you tell us what the OPTIMUM
products are?
Yes, your observation is right. OPTIMUM, the flagship of
Al-Amthal, offers many products and ERP systems to the
small, medium and large businesses in the Middle East. It is a
document-driven total solution software for the commercial
and financial management of many types of businesses. All
modules have been developed to work as standalone systems,
or to work in combinations as E-ERP systems. All of them

•
•
•
•
•

the products instantaneously acceptable in the Middle
East region;
High level of system security, efficient security control
and monitoring, multi-level approval system and
workflow;
Cost effectiveness which makes the products affordable
to any organization;
Modularity which makes the products usable as single
modules or in combination with each other;
Comprehensiveness of the products that cover each
and every aspect of the business;
User-friendliness that makes the interaction with the
end user easy and logical.

O

PTIMUM products are being used now by many
companies in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, State of
Qatar, Kuwait, Libya, Zanzibar etc., in addition to Bahrain.
Which is the target market of OPTIMUM products?

are available in dual platforms, namely windows-based or
web-based. That makes the systems highly adaptable to suit
the requirements of any business.

D

uring the last 10 years OPTIMUM products have
been widely accepted by the private and public sector
companies in the region. What is the competitive edge of
OPTIMUM products?
Our products have many features that make them preferable
in the market and let me enumerate some of them:
• Web-based platform that make the products totally for
the client, working on the Internet and Intranet;
• Parameterization that makes the products highly
adaptable to any kind of business;
• Bi-lingual capability in Arabic and English which makes
6

We are in the path of further growth and expansion. The
opening of branches in Saudi Arabia and Qatar was a
quantum leap for us. Our branches are enabled to provide
end-to-end software solutions, IT and Management
Consultancy, Electronic Commerce, and Internet Services
to the customers of that region while Al-Amthal Group
will provide the technical know-how and human resources
expertise as well as the software solutions.
We are planning to open more branches across the Middle
East and North Africa in the near future, as a part of our
expansion plans.

T

he software market is highly competitive nowadays.
There are many big names such as SAP, Oracle
Financial, and medium scale ones such as Microsoft Great
Plains, Dynamics, Acpak. How do you position OPTIMUM
products in comparison with them?
In spite of the presence of many other prominent players
in the market, OPTIMUM has been able to penetrate deep
enough to claim a fair market share. We have a wide range
of companies from the private and public sector as our
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clients. In our fast-growing list we have companies from
the government sector, semi-governments organizations,
educational sector, financial sector, commercial sector,
publication sector, hotels, money exchanges etc. In this
respect, we have been able to supersede many other big
names in the market.

L

ast year marked your 10th anniversary. How do you
view your growth in retrospect?

We entered in to the Bahrain market with OPTIMUM
products for small business software solutions. Then
we extended our scope to medium and large businesses,
acquired EC Net and NC Link for Web-based solutions
and hardware respectively; and our client base increased
rapidly. Now our company has overseas branches in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, and we are in the path
of continuous growth and expansion.

Right now, we operate in Bahrain with three divisions under
the parent company, the Al-Amthal Group. It consists of AlAmthal for Consultancy and Software, which is developing
and marketing OPTIMUM ERP systems;   EC Net, now
an advertising agency with web designing, web hosting,
advertising and promotions; and the NC Link for supplying
computer hardware. We have overseas branches in Qatar
and Saudi Arabia, and I am really proud to see that the
company has grown to this international stature.

W

e see OPTIMUM in the many market segments such
as financial, trading, publication, services etc. Which
market segment does OPTIMUM serve chiefly?
We have some core backbone modules such as General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory, Time and Attendance etc. All our modules are
off the shelf products that can be used for any business in
general or customizable to suit specific business activities.
We design front-end modules such as Core Banking,
Trading, Publishing etc to make the modules work in
conjunction with the core modules.
The modularity feature of our products enables them to be

used as standalone units or work in groups to form ERP
systems. The General Ledger core module may be attached to
various other modules such as Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, HRMS and Payroll, Fixed Assets,Time and
Attendance, Inventory etc.

M

any other prominent ERP solutions in the market have
international certifications. What about international
accreditations and certifications of OPTIMUM products in
comparison with the other well-known brands?
OPTIMUM has been fully developed in Bahrain using the
latest technological advancements, and second to none in
terms of security, reliability and adherence to international
business and accounting standards.
OPTIMUM products have been awarded the coveted
“Microsoft Golden Partner” certificate by Microsoft

Corporation; and we are in the process of acquiring ISO
certification. The features that I explained earlier make our
products widely acceptable. In short, even though there
are many other players in the market, we remain the most
favored by the small, medium and large organizations alike,
as evident from the wide spectrum of our clientele.

Y

ou said you are in the path of expansion. What are
the future plans for OPTIMUM products and the AlAmthal Group?
We have very ambitious and bold plans about our future.
Our goals have been set high, and we, the Al-Amthal team
are determined to achieve them. In the near future we
plan further expansions with more branches and market
presence.
We have already opened new branches in Qatar and Saudi
Arabia where we are doing very good business. We’ve got
major customers in Libya already, and we are planning to
intensify our operations there. New braches will be opened
in the other Gulf countries too this year; especially in
Riyadh, Jeddah, Kuwait and Oman. A team of well-trained
staff will be posted to manage these braches efficiently.
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Upcoming

Projects

Unicorn choose Optimum softwares
for their HR
Unicorn, a Bahrain based Investment Bank with an international
presence in United States, Malaysia, Turkey and Saudi Arabia has
selected the Optimum HR Solution from Al-Amthal Group for
Consultancy and Software. Al-Amthal Group has a blend of business
and technical expertise that has enabled banks, trading, publishing,
government and semi-government entities in the GCC to manage
their personnel admin, time attendance, HR and payroll using stateof-the-art, Web and Windows-based Optimum Solutions.
Antoine Tohme, Head of IT at Unicorn, mentioned ‘We decided if we were going to make a significant investment
in a new system it had to be with a partner that not only understood the issues that drive our business, but also one
that provides us with the best the best solution and services.
Hani Awachi, Al-Amthal Group Director was delighted to welcome Unicorn as a new customer. ‘We’re very
pleased to be working with such an international and successful bank. Our success with Unicorn highlights once
again the strength of our Optimum HR Solutions.”
Qatar

QATAR PORTS MANAGEMENT CO.
Al-Amthal Group has succesfully
implemented Time Attendance system
with Qatar Ports Management Company,
Doha, Qatar

DELOITTE
Al-Amthal’s Time Attendance and
Door Access system are now fully
operative at Deloitte, Qatar. A fully
integrated system has been designed
for an effective and efficient time and
attendance management including an
extensive report generation feature. In
order to manage the more complex time
and attendance processes OPTIMUM
includes a multi-shift and rotation setup.
Through the comprehensive solution
offered by OPTIMUM, Deloitte’s
managers are able to determine
profitability per employee, department
or branch.

The Optimum Trading Management
ERP system will provide a basket of
several trading related modules such
as: Trading Management, Purchases
and Account Receivable, Inventory,
General Ledger, Fixed Assets, HRMS
& Payroll and Time & Attendance.
Additionally the system will be
integrated with an online shopping
website.
Saudi Arabia

AL-REZIZA Trading

Al Reziza Trading & Contracting
Company (ARTCCO), Al Khobar,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has signed
up for the complete OPTIMUM ERP
system. Mr. Sameer S.A. Al-Reziza,
Deputy General Manager of ARTCCO
signed the agreement with Mr. Hani
Awachi, Director, Al-Amthal Group.
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Ministry of Labor
Ministry of Labor, Kingdom of Bahrain  
signed a contract for Optimum Time
Attendance Machine. The contract was
signed by Mr. Khalid Sangoor, Ministry of
Labor and Mr. Hani Awachi, Director of
Al-Amthal.

Gulf One Investment Bank
One of the prestigious projects signed was
between Mr. Fuad Hassan, HR and Admin
Manager of Gulf One Investment Bank;
Mr. Hani Awachi, Director Al-Amthal;
Mr. Nixon Rebeiro, Sales & Marketing
Manager Al-Amthal for Optimum Web
Time & Attendance.

Ministry of Social Development
A contract was signed with the Ministry
of Social Development, represented by
its Chief of Systems Development &
Maintenance, Yousuf Al Muhaiza for
Optimum Time & Attendance systems.

Al wasat NewsPaper

AL SAFA
Al Safa, one the leading and oldest
companies in the market for fruits and
vegetables in Qatar signed agreement
with Al-Amthal Group to be equipped
with OPTIMUM Solutions.

Bahrain

Mr. Hani Awachi (left)
and Mr. Sameer (right)

Al Wasat, one of Bahrain’s leading Arabic
dailes opted for Al-Amthal Group’s
OPTIMUM Software Solutions.
The suite consists of General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, Inventory, Fixed Asset,
HRMS, Time & Attendance, Advertising,
Distribution and Utilities.

Completed
BAHRAIN

Projects

NC link

Al bilad Newspaper

and Time & Attendance.
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A leading newspaper
in
Bahrain,
Al
Bilad News Paper
signed the contract
for
Optimum
Windows Personnel
Administration,
Payroll Management

The contract was signed by Mr. Safwan Zarook – Manager –
Finance and Administration and Mr. Hani Awachi – Director
of Al Amthal.

Arab open university
An agreement signed
between two of the leaders
in their respective fields,
The Arab Open University
and Al-Amthal Group,
selected
OPTIMUM
Human Resources Management System.
Representing the Arab
Open University was
Mr. Mahmood Mustafa, Head of IT who signed along with
Mr. Hani Awachi, Director of Al-Amthal Group.
Our product is proficient in handling all HR matters of
our valued customers, for instance recruitment, personnel
database, payroll generation et cetera, are fully automated.
The system provides reliable and user defined reports to
customers at any time.

Time Attendance machines
Time & Attendance hardware and software is designed for
effective Time and Attendance management, as well as floor
production control, and access control applications. For this
reason, NC Link products have many access input options
including: fingerprint verification, keypad entry, magnetic
card, barcode card, proximity card, contactless smart card,
face recognition system.
New Clients using our Time Attendance hardware include:
Ramli Mall - Lulu Hyper Market - Bahrain
Kingdom University - bahrain
Naizak - Saudi
Deloitte - Qatar
The Gate Electromechanical co. - Qatar
EC net

Dana Cinema

A new look for the Dana Cinema website has been
completed to facilitate easy access, search for films and
news.   Dana Cinema film time table is now in your hand.
www.danacinema.com

Zumorrod

To look at the latest fashion and design, to feel the elegence
of class and taste visit the lately completed site of our client
Zumorrod.

era bahrain

A customer friendly real estate website with dynamic features
like hot properties. Property search in Bahrain made easy.
www.erabahrain.com

al hekma international school

A dynamic website created for the school to manage and
maintain on their own. Parents’ access also available.
www.alhekma.com

Qatar

Gulf Times
Gulf Publishing and Printing Company, Doha, Qatar, the
largest publishing house in Qatar in now fully operating with
Al-Amthal for OPTIMUM Human Resources Management
and Time & Attendance systems. The group publishes the
largest selling newspapers, Al-Raya in Arabic and the Gulf
Times in English.
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inside News

General Manager
Operations, sales & Marketing
Mr. Mukhtar Al-Toblani was recently
announced as the new General
Manager at Al-Amthal Group to
lead the group operations, sales
and marketing in the region. His
responsibilities encompass project
implementations, customers’ supports, developing customer base,
enhancing and maintaining brand
image.
Before joining Al-Amthal Group, Mukhtar acquired
significant expertise in financing, marketing and loyalty
industries. Prior to this appointment, Mukhtar was the

General Manager for Universal Financing Services
(UFS). With over 20 years of rich experience he held
senior management positions at major companies such
as Reef Real Estate Finance, AFS, Carlson Marketing
and American Express.        
Hani Awachi, the Group’s Chief Executive, commented
on Mr. Al-Toblani’s appointment: “We believe Mukhtar
will bring crucial and substantial contributions to
Al-Amthal Group. His vast experience, knowledge and
in-depth understanding of business will be invaluable for
achieving our expansion plan and positioning within the
region.”

Bahrain
New staff in Implementation Division joined in the position
of On-site Co-ordinators.
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Muhammad Fayyaz - “I am ACCA qualified
and I have over 3 years of experience in
accounts and finance. It is very satisfying to
be a part of projects involving implementing
such a unique and cutting- edge product like
OPTIMUM.”

Jaffar Ali Abdulwahab Alalaiwat: “I am
a graduate in Accounts discipline. I have
recently joined Al-Amthal Group, and I’m very
happy and impressed by the company. I see a
bright future working in a place where I can
polish my skills in an ideal, proffesional environment.”

Jaafar A. Ali Ali Mohammed: “I have a BSc.
degree in Accounting. Since I’ve joined AlAmthal Group I am really motivated to face
different challenges each day and resolve them
by deploying my capabilieties and skills in a
right way. Al-Amthal is playing a crucial role in achieving
my proffesional goals and I’m happy to work in such a
modern establishment.”

Mahmood Mohsen joined as Official
Document Clearance Officer. After obtaining
General Secondary Commercial Certificate
he is now in the process of obtaining an AAT
Accounting qualification. “I see this job as
an ideal opportunity to learn many things about business,
administration and accounting.”
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Al-Amthal opens new branch in Doha,
Qatar

The branch in Doha , Qatar celebrated its first year in August
2010.
Within a very short time since the launch, the Qatar team has
been able to close deals with many prestigious companies such
as Qatar Media Corporation (Qatar Television), Industrial
Equipment and Services Company (IESCO), Gulf Printing &
Publishing Company,  IMALCO, Al-Shaqaab School, Qatar
International Trading and Gulf Times.
“The year 2009 started off with a kick in October leading
the way to government & private institutions. However, in
2010 our main focus was on Optimum Time Management
and Human Resources which made a remarkable growth of
around 10 times the previous year. Our main achievement
during the year is Optimum Trading Management with
Online Carting done for Al Safa Group. Our mission during
the year 2011 is to sell at least 10 such products. Vision for
the year 2011 is to double the client base and to activate our
other business units: EC Net and NC Link in  Qatar.”, said
Mr. Nixon Rebeiro, Head of the Marketing.
The branch is located on the Ahmed Bin Zaitoon Street, Nuaji
Area in Doha.
Doha
Mr. Mohamad Jesad Mohamad Alikhan has
joined as a technician. He is a graduate of
Computer Hardware Engineering with 3
years experience in Malaysia as Computer
Technician and Maintenance. Joined AlAmthal Group - Doha in October 2010.
Ms. Luvlyn A. Que joined as Marketing
Assistant / Admin In-charge. A graduate
of Business Administration with 7 years
professional work experience in Sales.
Joined Al-Amthal Group - Doha in June
2010.

Al-Amthal Khaleeji

In 2010 we have done multiple projects with some big names
in the market such as Al-Reziza, Al-Fozan, Abdul Karim
(Nyzik) and Eagle Burgman. All our clients are very satisfied
with our solutions for their businesses. It is an extensive
achievement to have some key accounts in our Saudi branch
and we are very determined to achieve even more in 2011.
“We are strengthening our sales forces to implement new
sales strategies. Al-Amthal has started its journey from the
Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia but as time goes on we
are expanding to different areas of KSA. I am confident that
year 2011 will be a final milestone in establishing  Al-Amthal
as leading business software solutions provider in Saudi
Arabia.” said Mohsin Nawaz,  KSA Country Sales Manager.
Saudi Arabia
Four new staff joined in Al-Amthal Al-Khaleeji.
Mr. Babar Nazir Mohammed joined as
a technician & IT Administrator. He is a
diploma holder in Computer and Hardware
applications, with 8 years experience in IT.
He will be an asset for Al-Amthal and we wish him all
success.
Mohsin Nawaz joined Al-Amthal Al-Kaleeji
as Country Sales Manager. He has a Bachelor
of Computer Science degree and 3 years of
solid experience in the field. Read above
about his outlook for 2011 in Saudi branch of Al-Amthal
Al-Kaleeji.
Saeed Al Shakhoori joined as Implementation
Officer. He holds a Bachleor’s degree
in Administration Science and is also
specialized in Accounting. He has three
years of experience.
Mr. Fu’ad Said Mohammed Abu Alia joined
as Implementation Officer. He is a Degree
holder in Accounting and Information
Systems. We hope that his communication
skills and grasp of the subjects will prove to
be great assets in the successful implementation of our
products and we wish him good luck.
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Head office

BAHRAIN
AL-AMTHAL GROUP, P.O. Box 2949, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel. +973 17 29 7227, Fax. +973 17 29 7337, E-mail: amthal@al-amthal.com

regional office
SAUDI ARABIA
AL-AMTHAL AL-KHALEEJI, P.O. Box 3674, Al Khobar,Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel.+966 3 8890022, Fax +966 3 8898285, E-mail: khaleeji@al-amthal.com
QATAR
AL-AMTHAL GROUP, P.O. Box 31122, Doha, State of Qatar
Tel. +974 44913232, Fax +974 44913231, E-mail: amthaldoha@al-amthal.com

